
 

Project Toggle Switch Panel 

 

Idea 

My name is Raymond Andersen and some of you might know me better as Rays Aviation. I do a lot 

of tests and reviews of both software and hardware for the flight simulation community and 

through that and my curious nature; I decided to test my own skills and started up a project of 

building a toggle switch panel. 

The panel should be unique and of my own creation, this because I wanted to show that building a 

panel does not necessarily mean that you have to be an engineer or an expert on low voltage units 

or PCBs to be able to build a panel for your own home cockpit. 

I am not doing this project to start a production of units, but simply just contributing to the 

flightsim community with ideas that can improve every flight simmers home cockpit. Pricewise I 

don’t really think that this panel is cheaper to build than other professional panels on the market, 

but this way I got the chance of building something completely unique. 

 

Getting started 

Starting up a project is not easy and one of the most important things to do first is to find the scope 

of the project. Here I asked myself a lot of questions as: 

 

- What do I actually want to build and why 

- What do I want to achieve 

- How complex do I want it to be 

- Should I build everything myself or should I source parts externally 

- Which materials to use – metal, plastic, wood etc. 

- Potential sponsors 

- Deadlines 

- Etc. 

 

After a while I had defined my scope of this project and started the “mind-mapping” process which 

is a common way of getting the full picture of a project. I added all inputs that I could come up 

with and placed them in a numbered order which I then used as a basis for an estimated timeline.  



 

Here below is a draft that contains some of the input that I came up with just to show what I mean 

with doing “mind-mapping” – it is much like a brainstorm to secure that before starting the project, 

you actually do know as much as possible and has taken a decision on the top issues. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I now had a very well described mind-map structure so I started to make decisions on the various 

selection possibilities. The result of this was a rough plan of the project that included specifics of 

what the final project would look like – here not design wise but more with what kind of material 

that should be used as front plate, what type of switches I would like to use, a list of potential 

sponsors and also which parts that I would need to source from external suppliers.  

E.g. since I am not a qualified person to develop and create PCBs I had to find a supplier that could 

do that for me – that could also be a supplier that already had a usable PCB in his/hers product 

PTSP 



 

portfolio, so here I had now specified that I needed to source the PCB from an external supplier but 

not any specific details on what the PCB had to be able to do. 

I didn’t want the toggle switch panel to be too complex and therefore I decided that the PCB did 

not have to support either servos or digital displays, meaning that the PCB needed could just be a 

simple PCB that supported digital inputs. However I had one demand for the PCB which was that 

it should be able to connect directly to the computer using a USB cable and preferably without the 

usage of an external power supply.  

In regards to the programming of the switches I didn’t find that to be that big of a deal – the PCB 

should just be recognized by the computer as external hardware and then my idea was that I 

through either FSX or FSUPIC should be able to configure the panel. 

I also had no possibility to develop and build my own toggle switches, so this was also a part of the 

project that I had to source externally. No problem though, because I didn’t necessarily want to 

create everything myself, but more to show that there are a huge number of possibilities already to 

be found just by a quick search on the internet. 

Basically the toggle switch panel consists of only 4 elements and since I had decided to source 2 of 

these elements from external suppliers and the third was software already developed, I now had to 

figure out how to make the fourth element which was the front plate. 

 

The 4 main elements of the panel: 

- Toggle Switches 

- PCB(s) 

- Software 

- Front Plate 

 

An important detail for this project was of course the finance part. After doing my prep work for 

the project I set up a calculation of the project costs and also searched for potential sponsors that 

could be interested in participating in such a project. 

I found a total of 4 sponsors that wanted to be a part of this project and after I had the agreements 

in order I started the design phase of the front panel. Designing the front panel was not just to 

allocate some switches randomly on a plate, but now I needed to be more specific in which kind of 

switches and functions the switches needed to support together with how many switches I wanted 

to included, material of the front plate and if I wanted backlight, the specific dimensions, color and 

how to make the legends etc. 

The front plate is an essential part of the panel and I had to decide what kind of material I wanted 

to use. The obvious one was of course the metal idea since that would probably give the best 



 

quality look and feel to the panel, but to make a metal front plate would also be the most expensive 

way to do it. 

I did not yet have any dimensions on the plate, but in general the raw material price for a metal 

plate is higher than the other possibilities that I had. Furthermore the drilling or laser cutting of 

holes etc. would be rather costly when only building one panel, so I parked this idea for the 

moment and decided that I would make the panel using a different front plate material, but still 

would give the option to make it with the metal plate as a pricing example or similar. 

I found some samples of laminate floors at a DIY retailer – these samples were all made from 

plywood and actually seemed quite strong but still very thin which is very important when 

mounting switches on it. I purchased a can of spray paint and I now had the basis front plate for my 

project. If I had unlimited founds I would of course have chosen to use a metal plate that was laser 

cut and powder coated with laser engraved legends, but the plywood option was a superb solution 

for my project because I could process the plywood myself and hereby keeping the costs down.  

In regards to the legends then there now were a few options as e.g. ink printed legends or even just 

a paper print to glue on top of the front plate. The only additional feature that I would have wanted 

on the panel was the backlight – but this was a solution which fitted the metal laser cut plate 

better. 

After spending quite some time processing the plywood front plate I actually got in contact with a 

company that had a machine which could cut metal using a pressurized water beam. This was in 

their test facility and they offered to make the front plate for a very low cost – this I believe actually 

also helped them verifying the versatility of their machine so it was a win win for everyone. 

Before they could water cut the front plate I had to do a specific drawing, No problem though 

except that I had not yet completed the final design, so now I had to move my focus directly on the 

specific design and what kind of switches and functions the panel should support. 

First I started out making a brainstorm of all the possible commands that I could think of and 

which was supported by FSX. Hereafter I selected all that I wanted which actually ended up being 

quite a lot of various commands and applied a switch type to each command. 

By doing this I quickly saw how many switches and what kind of switches I needed to complete 

the panel and I was very surprised – It seemed that I could not limit myself to only include a few 

switches to keep the complexity down, but actually ended up with about 50 switches.  

I decided that the PCB was not of any interest yet and continued by searching for the specific 

switches that I liked and wanted to be a part of this panel project.  

I discovered a lot of very interesting switches at the website www.DX.com and ended up only 

using toggle switches from their website. The toggle switches that I found were both ON/OFF and 

ON/OFF/ON which could support almost the entire panel and the functions that I wanted to be 

supported. 

http://www.dx.com/


 

 

 

 

 

 

However I was not yet finished because I had a few additional functions that I still were missing 

some switches to support. This was functions which I found to be better supported by rotary 

switches instead and therefore I searched the web for rotator switches 1-pole with 8 or 12 

positions.  

These types of rotary switches can be purchase at several websites but since I also wanted the 

knob to be similar to the Boeing 737 Style knob, I of course selected a supplier that could supply me 

both parts and I selected CPFlight in Italy. What I needed was in total 6 rotator switches so the 

complete panel would support about 50 toggle switches + 6 rotator switches – quite a huge panel 

indeed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Now I had defined which commands I wanted the panel to support and I had defined exactly 

which types of switches including SKU numbers and quantity so I now searched for a PCB 

supplier. This search ended up in several possibilities but one specific supplier was a lot more 

interesting than the others. I contacted www.DesktopAviator.com and asked them if they could 

help me find a PCB that could support this panel. 

Due to the amount of commands that I wanted to include in this panel I could not get a PCB that 

could support them all, so Desktop Aviator made me a suggestions list which included in total 3 

PCBs which then could support all my requests. This was of course a bit more complex than what I 

had imagined before I started, but if I wanted to only use one PCB it would mean that I would have 

to compromise my previous selection of commands and switches and that was for me not an 

option. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These PCBs are all very small and if I had to make soldering directly onto the PCB pins it would 

most certainly be a huge issue for me but this was not necessary. DTA supplied me with some small 

connectors which I could solder to the wires and then just hand place them on to the PCB – this 

was indeed an excellent detail and it really gave me more flexibility when connecting all the wires 

from the switches to the PCBs. Here below you can see the connectors and also how to connect just 

to show how simple it turned out to be. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.desktopaviator.com/


 

I had now the primary sourcing in order and I could now focus on the appearance and the design of 

the panel. This part was actually quite difficult but yet also very interesting. I decided to create 

modules/command areas which then would be placed independently in a console or similar, and a 

nice thing about that was that I then also had defined the areas which had to be either laser 

engraved or ink printed etc. 

Since I had changed my selection to be the metal front plate version instead of the plywood version, 

I started to think if I then also should include the backlight function which I thought could be a 

nice touch. To be able to include that I had to find a solution with LEDs with either an external 

power supply or hooking the LEDs up to one of the PCBs. Furthermore I also had to figure out how 

I could get the backlight to shine through the panel and thereby being visible for the simmer.  

I decided that I would not laser engrave the legends but instead water cut the legends directly into 

the front panels. By doing that I had now given access for the backlight to be visible through the 

panels and I didn’t have to find a supplier who could do the laser engraving. Only one issue with 

this option which was that the water beam could not cut tiny legends – they needed to be of a 

certain size which resulted in not including legends for the rotator switches unfortunately.  

However I came up with a solution for still getting some kind of “legends” for the rotator switches 

– well legends are not entirely a correct term for it because my solution was water cutting 3mm 

holes at each legends location, just to have some kind of control point for each click/selection when 

turning the rotator switch. Here below you can see the original sketch and the alternative sketch 

for e.g. the Engine Control Panel. 

 

 

 



 

The small 3mm hole located 10mm to the left of each rotator hole is a “fixate and hold” hole, 

meaning that when mounting a rotator switch the idea of using the switch is of course by turning 

the switch – this could however cause the switch to just turn inside the mounting hole if it was not 

fastened enough, but by adding a secondary hole the rotator switch would not be able to turn 

inside the mounting hole even if it was not fastened enough. On the rotator switch there is also 

made a small tab that fits into that hole. 

In total I drew 4 modules and the remaining 3 modules are the once sketched here below which are 

an Electrical Control Panel that controls various functions as e.g. doors, fuel pumps, parking brake, 

jet ways, wings fold etc. A Master Control Panel which features a battery master switch together 

with other master switches and a master ignition rotator together with an auto brake rotator with 

settings as Off, Low, Medium and High.  

The last module is the Light and Mission Control Panel which actually is a panel divided into two 

panels. The left side control various light features from the sim aircrafts together with the backlight 

function later described in the article. The right side is dedicated to mission feature as e.g. turning 

on the mission compass and selecting next way point, but also lowering of the bar to connect with 

the catapult, attaching the aircraft to the catapult and launching the catapult. Actually I also 

applied functions to work with the hoist when flying SAR missions with a helicopter. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The backlight was my next step and here I found an LED solution on www.DX.com which featured 

10 LED sections each with 3 LEDs and they were all connected on a string. This was a perfect 

solution since each section fitted perfectly with a row of legends for 4-5 switches. The LEDs were 

powered by a 12v power supply (direct plug into my 220v socket and converted the 220v to 12v).  

Into this circuit I added one of the On/Off toggle switches so that I now had the possibility to click 

the backlight from Off to On and vice versa – additionally I was during this project also testing 

some modules from www.CPFlight.com and one of their modules had an potentiometer outlet 

socket for which I might be able to connect this circuit to and thereby be able to dim the brightness 

of the LEDs – however I did not connect it because I didn’t see the need to have this function. 

I however still had one remaining LED issue and that was the backlight for the rotator switches – 

Here I could not water cut the legends since they were too small so I had a 3mm hole water cut for 

each rotator click = 4 holes for each rotator. I could of course just put one of the LED sections 

behind these holes, but I challenged myself and wanted different colors for these holes – e.g. for one 

of the rotators that should be used for switching on/off the engine I wanted the Off position to have 

a red LED light and the On position to have a green LED light – in between I had commands as Fuel 

Valve On and Engine Selection and these I wanted to give a yellow LED light.  

To be able to do this I purchased a bundle of tiny old fashioned single LED lights (diode) which 

fitted into the 3mm holes that I had water cut into the front plates. These LEDs were then 

connected in one long string but I here quickly discovered that if I wanted them to function 

properly I would need quite a high voltage (I had in total 6x4 = 24 diode LEDs). Instead of finding a 

way to power them I took the easy way out, which was still to mount the LEDs but used the other 

string of LEDs for the panel backlight to shine behind the diode LEDs – this gave me the same 

result when looking at the panels from the front side. It was not the correct way to do it, but hey – 

it worked. 

 

 

 

http://www.dx.com/
http://www.cpflight.com/


 

Assembly 

I had now done all my prep work and started to order the various parts so that I could begin the 

assembly process. I had actually looked very much forward to starting this process and I was not 

disappointed.  

To build the panel with all the parts ready for assembly was very much fun and for me very 

interesting. I did have to purchase a soldering iron together with solder and wires, but that was no 

problem and I quickly got the hang of how to use it.  

Before being able to start the soldering of wires, switches etc. I found the specifics on each PCB so 

that I knew where to connect which wires. The specifics made by Desktop Aviator on these PCBs 

were very user friendly, also to people like me with a minimum experience of working with circuit 

boards. In regards to the switches then these were actually also quite simple to figure out. The 

ON/OFF toggle switches only have two pins and since these switches in my panel were only to 

have a single pulse I could easily get them connected. 

The ON/OFF/ON toggle switches have three pins instead, but the center pin is a combined pin for 

each ON pulse so again no problem. That was the easy part and now I had to take a closer look at 

the rotator switches which seemed to be a lot more complex.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

I searched YouTube to get some help and found that it was actually not that difficult at all – even 

though there are a lot of pins on the rotator switch I only had to use a few of them because on my 

panels the rotator switch was not mend to function on all clicks but only on 4 clicks each. I also 

discovered that I could lock the click possibilities for each rotator switch to only include the 4 

clicks each and hereby I gained a better understanding of this kind of switch and how to use it. 

Finally when the complete panel was assembled I connected it to my computer using a USB-hub to 

connect the three PCBs so that I only had one connection cable to the computer. When connecting 

the panel to the computer I could see that it was recognized as being external hardware and I could 

now program the panel easily through FSUPIC. I also discovered that if I didn’t want to use 

FSUPIC I could just use the FSX assigning tool directly without any issues – here just select the 

commend which I wanted to apply to the switch and I could also filter the selections on just the 

specific PCB in the selection window in FSX. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Pictures of the modules placed into my test console together with other modules from various 

suppliers: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

The overall time spend on this panel was many hours but actually doing the process myself was 

very interesting and when doing something as a hobby like this, the time is defiantly not wasted. I 

learned a great deal by doing this project and I have now a better understanding of how much 

energy that has to be put into creating just a small panel. I have a high respect of the professional 

hardware and software developers for their contribution to the flightsim community and their 

ability to create something like this – and also very much to panels that are true to real life.  

Pricewise I am very confident that I could not go commercial with my panel(s), but that was again 

not my intension. I have proved to myself that I could manage to build a unique panel, actually 4 

unique panels that all works and is 100% aligned with my ideas. I have also hopefully been able to 

catch some fellow simmers interest in trying out this by themselves – testing their skills and 

courage of starting such a process. 

I know that I could or maybe should have started with a less complicated panel only including a 

few toggle switches, but going through the process I found that more wants more and the level of 

complexity quickly raises to high levels. 

I can recommend trying to go through this process because it really gives a lot of lessons learned 

and understanding of how potential difficult the hardware manufacturer’s job can actually be. I 

don’t think we give enough credit for the professionals that helps in bringing the flightsim 

community and the flightsim experience to a high and very realistic level. 

I would like to thank all involved parties for contributing to make this project happen – I could not 

do it without you! I would also like to thank Flightsim.com for publishing this article – I am very 

confident that this will bring new ideas forward for my fellow flight simmers around the globe. 

 

Thank you all for your excellent support! 

 

 

 

Rays Aviation 
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 Deal Extreme www.DX.com 

 Desktop Aviator www.DesktopAviator.com 

 Nybolig Ikast www.Nybolig.dk 

 Kibæk Autoværksted www.Kibaek-Auto.dk 

 

http://www.dx.com/
http://www.desktopaviator.com/
http://www.nybolig.dk/
http://www.kibaek-auto.dk/

